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Abstract. We present control algorithms that implement a novel planar microassem-
bly scheme using groups of stress-engineered microrobots controlled through a sin-
gle global control signal. The global control signal couples the motion of the de-
vices, causing the system to be highly underactuated. Despite the high degree of
underactuation, it is desirable that each robot be independently maneuverable. By
exploiting differences in the designs and the resulting electromechanical interaction
with the control signal, the behavior of the individual robots can be differentiated.
We harness this differentiation by designing the control signal such that some de-
vices remain confined in small circular orbits (limit cycles), while the non-orbiting
robots perform work by making progress towards the goal. The control signal is de-
signed to minimize the number of independent control voltage levels that are used
for independent control, allowing us to maximize the number of simultaneously
controllable devices.

Our algorithms were tested on systems of fabricated untethered stress-engineered
MEMS microrobots. The robots are 240–280 μm × 60 μm × 7–20 μm in size and
are controlled in parallel (simultaneously) within the same operating environment.
We demonstrated the feasibility of our control algorithms by accurately assembling
5 different types of planar microstructures.
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1 Introduction

The operation of multiple untethered microrobotic devices have many potential ap-
plications in medicine, surveillance, and assembly [13]. In this work we use the term
microrobot to denote an untethered robot that fits strictly within a 1 mm3 volume.

In [6], we presented a globally controllable 240 μm × 60 μm × 10 μm mobile
stress-engineered MEMS microrobot. A scanning-electron micrograph of a stress-
engineered MEMS microrobot, and an optical micrograph of four microrobots dur-
ing an assembly experiment, are shown in Figure 1. The robot has a steering arm
(Fig. 1a(i)), and operates on a planar substrate (its operating environment), which
couples an external control and power delivery signal to the device regardless of its
pose. Simultaneous control of multiple microrobots within a single operating envi-
ronment is desirable, but presents a significant challenge when only a single, global
control signal can be used to control all the devices: the resulting system is highly
underactuated.

We show that designing microrobots with different steering arms that respond to
different voltages allows us to independently maneuver multiple microrobots. Each
steering arm has two transition voltages (voltage levels at which the steering arm
is either pulled down or released from the substrate). We show that it is sufficient
that each steering arm has a unique transition voltage pair, i.e. the combination of
both transition voltages is unique. Details of fabrication, designs and testing were
reported in [9]. In this work, we present the theory for designing the control signal to
enable simultaneous control of multiple microrobots for microassembly. Enabling
our control algorithms are new theorems that minimize the control bandwidth re-
quirements. These theorems were essential for controlling multiple untethered mi-
crorobots to move and assemble independently, and are not covered in [9].

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Scanning-electron micrograph of a stress-engineered MEMS microrobot (a), and opti-
cal micrograph of four microrobots (b). a: The microrobot consists of an untethered scratch-
drive actuator (USDA) that provides forward motion, and a curved steering-arm actuator (i)
that determines whether the robot moves in straight-line motion or turns. A lithographically-
patterned chrome-layer defines the curvature of the steering arm (ii). b: Four different stress-
engineered microrobots on their operating environment. The robots are differentiated by the
design of their steering-arm actuators.
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2 Related Work

Small, often completely autonomous mobile robotic devices, with size on the order
of centimeters [12] are called miniature robots. Miniature robots containing micro-
fabricated components [11] are called MEMS robots. The components of MEMS
robots are often manufactured separately and then assembled to form complete sys-
tems. The size of such MEMS robots ranges from hundreds of micrometers to sev-
eral centimeters. In [6, 9] and this paper, we use the term microrobot to denote
mobile untethered MEMS robots with their dimensions strictly confined within a
1 mm3 cube. Other microrobotic systems include a magnetic micro-needle that is
actuated using magnetic fields [15].

Microassembly is one potential application for cooperating microrobotic sys-
tems. Currently, the assembly of micro-components is performed either using se-
rial robotic manipulators with micro-scaled end-effectors [3], using a distributed
manipulation approach, [1], or through parallel but less controllable self-assembly
(SA) [14]. In contrast with SA, our microassembly scheme relies on intersecting
trajectories, rather than component affinity, to promote structure aggregation. The
concept of selective response of individual units to a global, broadcasted, control
signal (Global Control, Selective Response (GCSR) [5]) is common in micro- or
nanoscale biological systems. Bretl [2] presented a related theoretical motion plan-
ning approach for systems of robots with limited controllability, showing that even
simple devices controlled through a global signal can perform useful tasks.

3 Stress-Engineered MEMS Microrobot

All the control and assembly algorithms presented in this paper are implemented
using groups of parallel-actuated stress-engineered MEMS micrororobots [6]. A
stress-engineered microrobot has two actuated internal degrees of freedom (DOF);
an untethered scratch-drive actuator (USDA) [7] that provides forward locomotion,
and a steering-arm actuator that determines whether the robot moves in a straight-
line or turns. The steering-arm consists of a cantilever beam with a circular pad and
a .75–1.2 μm deep dimple. The cantilever beam is curved (out-of-plane) using a
stress-engineering process [9], which determines the deflection of the steering arm.
The microrobot operates on fields of zirconia-insulated interdigitated electrodes.
When a voltage is applied across these electrodes, the electrodes and the conduc-
tive microrobot chassis form a capacitive circuit inducing an electric potential on
the microrobot body. This voltage (waveform) is varied over time to provide power
to the untethered scratch-drive actuator and to control the state of the steering-arm.
This waveform is called the control waveform. Figure 2(a) illustrates one cycle of
the control waveform. The waveform is divided into a control cycle, containing one
or more control pulses (Va, j), that sets the state of the steering-arm actuator, and a
power-delivery cycle that provides power to the scratch-drive actuator. For a single
robot, a specific control waveform, defined through the voltage triple (Va,1,Vb,Vs),
is called a control primitive; one control primitive causes the robot to turn, while
another causes it to move in a straight line.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. The control and power delivery waveform for a single stress-engineered MEMS mi-
crorobot (a), and kinematics of the stress-engineered MEMS microrobot (b).

Similar to an electrostatic cantilever beam, the steering arm of the stress-
engineered MEMS microrobot has two distinct voltage-levels at which it abruptly
changes state. These voltages are called the transition voltages. While clearly the
state of our microrobot includes the state of the steering arm and the state of the
scratch-drive actuator, for the purpose of this section it suffices to consider only the
states of the steering-arm actuators, which we call the robots’ control states. Con-
sequently, a single actuated stress-engineered microrobot can be in one of only two
control states; the steering-arm can be either raised (0) or lowered (1). When the
voltage supplied to the robot reaches the steering-arm’s snap-down transition volt-
age (Vd), the arm is pulled into contact with the substrate. When the voltage is re-
duced past the release transition voltage (Vu), the arm is released from the substrate.
The transition voltages are a function of the design of the individual steering-arm
actuators: for example, smaller air gaps or larger steering pads reduce both Vu and
Vd . Microrobots with identical steering-arms are classified as belonging to the same
microrobot species. The difference between the snap-down and release voltage of a
steering-arm is called the hysteresis gap.

The kinematics of our robot is illustrated on Fig. 2(b). The configuration of the
robot is given by the vector q = (x,y,θ )T in configuration space (C-space). The
configuration of the robot is measured at the point Zo in the middle of its bushing.
The robot moves like a Dubins car that can turn in one direction only. The velocity

of the robot is q̇ = v
(
sinθ ,cosθ , ah

r

)T
, where h ∈ {−1,1} and denotes whether the

steering arm is on the right or the left side, v is the velocity of the scratch-drive
actuator, r is the turning radius and a ∈ {0,1} is the state of the steering arm (0 = up,
1 = down). The velocity v can be varied by changing the frequency of the stepping
pulses, however for the remainder of this paper we will consider v to be a positive
constant (positive because the robot can not back up). It follows that the robot is not
small-time locally controllable (STLC).
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4 STRING Theory: Control Signal Design for Parallel
Actuation

Multiple microrobots operating simultaneously within the same environment re-
ceive the same, single, global control signal. Here we show how to design the con-
trol signal, constructing a set of control primitives that allows us to independently
maneuver multiple microrobots when implementing microassembly.

Suppose we have a set of m control primitives that can be applied through the
operating environment to control a set of n microrobots. A mapping between the
control primitives and the motion of the individual devices is expressed through a
control matrix M of size (n×m), where each entry (i, j) contains the control state
of microrobot j during the application of the control primitive i. The control ma-
trix describes the coupling of the microrobot motion as a function of the control
signal, linking the electromechanical functionality of the steering-arms with the ap-
plication of the control primitives. An example of the control matrix is shown in
Eq. (3) on p. 76. Our control strategies (described in sec. 5) require that the control
matrix is structured such that the robots progressively start turning as the control
primitives with higher index i are applied. We prove that such a control matrix can
be constructed with the smallest number of independent voltage levels in the con-
trol signal necessary to achieve independent control, allowing us to maximize the
number of simultaneously controllable microrobots.

For a system of n microrobots, let Vd,i and Vu,i denote the snap-down and release
voltages of microrobot i. Let VΩ be the breakdown voltage of the operating environ-
ment, Vf lx be the minimum voltage at which the backplate of the USDA generates
enough flexure to produce a forward step of the scratch-drive actuator, and Vrel be
the maximum voltage at which the backplate of the USDA relaxes, allowing it to
take a step forward (each stepping pulse must cycle through Vf lx and Vrel in order
to supply power to the USDA). The snap-down and release voltages of each device
must satisfy to the following constraints:

1. Vd,i < VΩ : snap-down voltage cannot exceed the break-down voltage of the op-
erating environment.

2. Vd,i > Vu,i : dictated by the electromechanics of cantilever beams.
3. Vrel > Vu,i for all i : ensures the microrobot can receive power during all the

control states.
4. Vf lx ≤min

i (Vd,i) : Ensures that the USDA flexes sufficiently to produce forward
motion during the power delivery cycle.

The control voltage bandwidth ξ of a microrobot system is the number of inde-
pendent electromechanically-addressable transition voltage levels that can be used
for control. ξ depends on four parameters: the break-down voltage of the oper-
ating environment, VΩ , the inherent variability of the power coupling between
the robot and the underlying substrate, the precision of the fabrication process,
and the minimum range of voltages required to reliably power the USDA, VSDA

(VSDA = Vf lx −Vrel). The variability in the power coupling causes deviations in the
potential induced between the steering arm and the substrate, while inaccuracies
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in the fabrication process cause deviations in the transition voltages of the steering
arms. Let δv be the maximum deviation of the transition voltage manifested dur-
ing the microrobot operation, determined by these two parameters. We define two
transition voltages to be significantly independent if they are separated by at least
2δv . Note that, although in general, VSDA = Vf lx −Vrel, it is possible for the stepping

pulse to overlap with the lowest snap-down voltage, min
i∈Zn Vd,i. Consequently, we de-

fine V ′
SDA as the additional control voltage bandwidth that is required by the power

delivery cycle to ensure reliable actuation of the USDA, as follows:

V ′
SDA =

{
0, if Vf lx −Vrel ≤ 2δv ,

Vf lx −Vrel −2δv, otherwise.
(1)

The control voltage bandwidth of a microrobot system is then ξ =
⌊

VΩ−V ′
SDA

2δv

⌋
,

assuming Vf lx and Vrel can vary by at least 2δv (otherwise ξ =
⌊

Vrel
2δv

⌋
+

⌊
VΩ−Vf lx

2δv

⌋
).

How much of ξ is actually used to control the microrobotic system is related to the
number of accessible control states of the steering arm actuators. Define the con-
trol voltage bandwidth requirement, ξn , of a n-microrobot system as the number of
independent voltage levels necessary to achieve independent control during our mi-
croassembly application. Clearly it must hold that ξn ≤ ξ . In general, a microrobotic
system with fewer accessible control states has a lower control voltage bandwidth
requirement. More specifically, the accessibility of the control states depends on the
relation between the hysteresis gaps of the individual robots.

Consider a system of two microrobots, D1 and D2, with steering arms that have
Nested Hysteresis Gaps (NHG) (first proposed in [6]). Fig. 3(a) shows the relation
between the transition voltages for such a system. The snap-down and release volt-
ages are shown as circles and rectangles, respectively. Without loss of generality, we
consider only significantly independent voltage levels of the control signal (labeled
as Vα -Vδ on Fig. 3). Fig. 3(b) shows the programming cycles for the four control
primitives that access the four control states (11), (10), (01) and (00) (we assume
Vb = Vrel). More generally, we classify the system of n steering arms, sorted accord-
ing to ascendingVd,i, as having NHG when (Vd,i +2δv <Vd, j) and (Vu,i−2δv >Vu, j),
for all i < j. NHG systems can access all 2n control states. However each device
requires two unique control voltage levels, and so the control voltage bandwidth
requirement of this system is ξn = 2n.

NHG are sufficient but not necessary, to control multiple devices during assem-
bly. Consider a two-robot system where the hysteresis gaps of the robots are not
nested, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In this particular system, only three control states are
electromechanically accessible. The control cycles (control pulses only) that access
all three control states, (00), (10) and (11), are shown in Fig. 4(b). Control state (01)
can not be accessed, because pulling down the steering-arm of D2 also pulls down
the steering-arm of D1, and the steering-arm of D1 can not be released without also
releasing the arm of D2.

In general, an n-microrobotic system, first sorted according to ascending values
of Vd , and then sorted according to ascending values of Vu, has non-nested hysteresis
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Transition voltages for a system of two microrobots with nested hysteresis gaps (NHG)
(a), and the control cycles for the four control primitives that access all control states for the
system (b).

gaps if (Vd,i ≤Vd, j) and (Vu,i ≤Vu, j), for all i < j. However, in the case when |Vd,i−
Vd, j|< 2δv and |Vu,i−Vu, j|< 2δv , the behavior of robots i and j is indistinguishable,
and such two devices cannot be controlled independently. We call such two robots
a degenerate pair. Let a STRIctly Non-nested hysteresis Gaps (STRING) system be
a non-nested hysteresis gap system with no degenerate pairs of devices.

Lemma 4.1. An n-robot STRING system has exactly n+1 accessible control states.

The complete proof of Lemma 4.1 is provided in Supplementary Material (SM)
Section 1 available online in Ref. [10]. We now construct the control primitives
and corresponding control matrix that can access the n + 1 control states of a n-
robot STRING system. The ordering of the robots is determined by the transition
voltages of the steering arms, i.e., the robots must be primarily sorted according to

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Transition voltages for a system of two microrobots with non-nesting hysteresis gaps
(a), and the control cycles for the control primitives that access three of the control states for
the system.
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increasing order of Vu,i and secondarily sorted according to increasing order of Vd,i.
We construct the control primitive Pj such that it snaps down the arms of devices
Di for i ≤ j, and releases the arms of devices Di for all i > j. Pj is defined by a
control cycle containing two control pulses, Pj = (Va,1,Va,2), assume Vb = Vrel and
Vs =Vf lx ≤Vd,1. Consider the STRING system shown on Fig. 5(a), where Vα , · · · ,Vε
represent significantly independent control voltage levels. We define Pj as:

Pj =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(V0,V0) , if j = 0;
(
Vd, j,Vu, j+

)
, if j ∈ Zn−1;

(
Vd,n,Vd,n

)
, if j = n,

(2)

where Vu, j+ = Vu, j + 2δv . In practice, Vu, j+ is the next significantly independent
release voltage above Vu, j. Also, note that in order for Vd, j to cause reliable snap
down, it must be δv above the designed (nominal) Vd, j level. Correspondingly, Vu, j

must be δv below the designed (nominal) Vu, j level to ensure reliable steering arm
release.

The first control pulse (Va,1) snaps down the steering arms of all the devices Di,
i ∈ Zj, as well as any devices Dk, k > j with Vd,k = Vd, j. The second control pulse
(Va,2) releases all the devices Dk, k > j that were snapped down by the first control
pulse, because in the case when Vd,k = Vd, j, it must hold that Vu, j < Vu, j+ ≤Vu,k. An
example control cycle is also shown in Fig. 5(a).

The n+1 control primitives generated by Pj form a (n+1)×n control matrix M.
An example of such control matrix for four devices is:

M =

⎛

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1

⎞

⎟⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

. (3)

We refer to M as the STRING control matrix, the n + 1 control primitives con-
tained in M as the STRING control primitives, and the n + 1 control states accessi-
ble using these control primitives as the STRING control states. Note that because
adding a new control state to a STRING system requires the addition of another
independent voltage level (per Lemma 4.1), the control bandwidth requirement for
a STRING system is ξn = n + 1.

Lemma 4.2. Any stress-engineered n-microrobotic system with no degenerate pairs
of robots can be sorted such that all n + 1 STRING control states are accessible.

Proof. By construction. Consider a microrobot system with k independent snap-
down voltages, and � independent release voltages. Assuming no degenerate pairs of
devices, it follows that n ≤ k�. In the case when n = k�, the n steering arms encode
all the possible k� combinations of snap-down and release voltages. We call such
system for electromechanically saturated (ESat). We can enumerate the hysteresis
gaps for an ESat system given both k and �. Consider an ESat system, sorted pri-
marily according to increasing release voltage Vu,i and secondarily sorted according
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Construction of a STRING control matrix (a), An example of an ESat system with
k = 3 and l = 2 (b).

to increasing snap-down voltage Vd,i. Fig. 5(b) shows such system when k = 3 and
l = 2. Note that sorting ensures a monotonic increase of Vu,i with increasing index i.
For such an order, there exists a recursive formula, shown in Eq. (4), that generates
all n + 1 STRING control primitives. The control cycle for each control primitive
defined by Eq. (4) contains a sequence of up to 2n control pulses (in contrast with 2
control pulses in Eq. (2)). Again, we assume Vb = Vrel and Vs = Vf lx ≤Vd,1.

Pj =

{
(V0,V0) , if j = 0;
(
Pj−1,Vd, j,Vu, j+

)
, if j ∈ Zn.

(4)

Pj generates n+1 control primitives that form a STRING control matrix, by causing
devices Di (i ≤ j) to be in state 1, while robots Di (i > j) are in state 0. Consider the
base case P0, where all D j, ( j ∈ Zn) is in state 0. We make the inductive argument
that after application of the recursive part of Pj, Pj−1, all D1, · · · ,D j−1 robots are
in control state 1. It is clear that Vd, j,Vu, j+, ( j ∈ Zn), will snap down D j. The Vu,i-
then Vd,i-sorting implies that, for a device Dk, k > j, only two case are possible with
respect to its transition voltages: (a) Vd, j < Vd,k (e.g. j = 2 and k = 3 in Fig. 5(b)),
or (b) Vu, j < Vu, j+ ≤ Vu,k (e.g. j = 3 and k = 5 in Fig. 5(b)). It is clear that in case
(a), Vd, j sets D j to state 1, while Dk, k > j is in state 0. The sorting ensures that any
previously applied control primitive Pi, i < j with Va,1 ≥ Vd,k (which also inadver-
tently snaps down the arm of Dk) must have have been followed by a control pulse
Va,2 ≤Vu,k−2δv (which would release the arm of Dk). In case (b), Vu, j+ releases any
devices Dk, k > j. �
Note that because the devices are sorted according to Vi,u and Vd,i, Eq. (4) also holds
for any microrobotic system, even one that is not ESat.

Theorem 4.1. A system of n STRING microrobots contains the minimum number
(n + 1) of electromechanically accessible control states of any stress-engineered
microrobot system without degeneracy.
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Proof. Per Lemma 4.1; an n-microrobot STRING system has exactly n+1 accessi-
ble control control states, and by Lemma 4.2, any n stress-engineered microrobotic
system without degenerate pairs of robots contains at least n + 1 control states. �
Theorem 4.2. An algorithm that solves the gross motion planning problem (i.e. finds
the control sequence S) for a STRING system can be applied to solve the gross mo-
tion planning problem for any non-degenerate system of stress-engineered micro-
robots.

Proof. A consequence of Lemma 4.2; a STRING control matrix can be constructed
for any n-stress-engineered microrobotic system. �
Theorem 4.2 allows us to further reduce the control bandwidth requirements for a
microrobotic system. The control voltage bandwidth requirement for a microrobot
system with k independent snap-down voltage levels and � independent release volt-
age levels is ξn = k + �. In an ESat system, n = k�. It follows that n is maximized
when � = k = ξn/2, and n = ξ 2

n
/4. We call such system symmetric electromechan-

ically saturated, or SESat. As a consequence, the control bandwidth requirement
for an ESat system is ξn ≥ 2�√n�, while it is ξn = 2�√n� for an SESat system. It
follows that an SESat system maximizes the number of simultaneously controllable
microrobots.

5 STRING Parallel Control for Microroassembly

We now use the structure of the STRING matrix M to decouple the motion of the
individual robots by reducing the problem of controlling n microrobots in parallel
to the problem of controlling only two robots in parallel, followed by sequential
control of single devices. We can perform this reduction whenever M has the form
of a STRING control matrix by constraining some robots to orbit along limit cycles
without making progress towards the goal. Note that our planning algorithms are
not fully general and require a minimum separation between the orbiting robots.

The assembly is performed in n−1 steps. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the assembly for
a system of n = 3 microrobots assembling the shape G2 (from Fig. 9). The STRING
control matrix M for this system is shown on Eq. (3) p. 76. Further details of the
reduction are provided in SM [10] Section 2.

5.1 Microassembly Step 1

The two microrobots with the highest index, Dn−1 and Dn are maneuvered to assem-
ble an initial stable shape, G1. Only control primitives Pn−2, Pn−1 and Pn are used
to control Dn−1 and Dn. Pn−2, Pn−1 and Pn cause only turning motion in robots Di,
(i < n−1, e.g. robot D1 in Fig. 6(a)), and consequently these robots remain in circu-
lar orbits. The assembly of G1 takes place in two stages, because even though both
Dn−1 and Dn move simultaneously, error correction is only performed on a single
microrobot at any given time.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Example assembly of three microrobots in two steps. a: Step 1, the assembly of the
initial stable shape. b: Step 2, docking of D1 to form the target shape.

5.2 Microassembly Step 2, · · · ,n−1

A single robot, Di, is maneuvered to dock with the assembling shape (See Fig. 6(b)).
Only control primitives Pi and Pi−1 are used to maneuver Di, causing the devices
D j, ( j < i), to follow circular orbits. Because the target shape (Gk out of a set of p
available target shapes, G = {G1,G2, · · · ,GP}) is assembled in the descending order
of the device index i, the devices D j, ( j > i) are immobilized by compliance within
the assembling shape.

5.3 EDR-Based Control

We used the theory of Error Detection and Recovery (EDR) [4] to construct control
strategies that allow us to reliably maneuver the microrobots to target regions in
the presence of control error. Our control strategies are based on progressive execu-
tion and replanning of the microrobot trajectories during each of the steps described
above. However, in order to increase the precision of the assembly, we switch to
a fine-motion control strategy as the robots approach their docking configurations
(the dashed trajectories in Fig. 6). The fine-motion trajectory is based on interpo-
lated turning, and allows us to sacrifice precise control of the incident angle for the
docking robot in favor of precise control of its docking location. The accumulat-
ing error in rotation is later reduced using compliance. Details regarding the control
strategies are provided in SM [10] Section 3 for the interested reviewer.

6 Experimental Results

The control strategies presented in this paper have been tested experimentally on
groups of fabricated stress-engineered micrororobots. This section uses experimen-
tal data that has been previously reported in [9], but describes how this data validates
the algorithms above, and gives the explicit construction of the control matrices nec-
essary to replicate the results.
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6.1 Fabrication of STRING Microrobots

We fabricated 15 microrobots classified into five microrobot species. The micro-
robot species are differentiated through the designs of their steering arm actuators.
Fig. 7 shows a scanning-electron micrograph of a microrobot from each species.
The species are designed such that multiple copies can be reproducibly fabricated
despite the inherent variability of our fabrication process.

Fig. 7. Reprinted with permission from [9]. Scanning-electron micrographs of the five micro-
robot species used to implement microassembly. Yellow color is used to highlight the areas
of the steering-arms covered by the chrome layer.

The steering-arm designs were determined based on closed-form equations [6],
finite-element analysis and empirical data, such that the transition voltage, (Vd,i and
Vu,i), for all the robots are reproducibly confined to the ranges shown in Fig. 8(a).
Snap-down voltages (Vd,i) are marked by circles, while the rectangles denote the
release voltages (Vu,i). The ranges are marked by a vertical bar, with two dots sig-
nifying that the lower or upper bound is not fixed or measured. Groups of robots
from species 1,3,4,5 and 2,3,4,5 form STRING systems, while species 1 and 2 form
a degenerate pair. The exact parameters of the steering-arms defining all five species
are described in [9]. The waveforms (control pulse and three power delivery pulses
only) of the five control primitives used to control the four-robot STRING groups
are show in Fig. 8(b). Average Va, Vb and Vs voltage levels are shown. The actual
voltage-levels used to control the individual groups of microrobots could vary by up
to ± 10 V.

6.2 Microassembly

We applied the control algorithms to groups of four STRING microbots, generating
a total of 14 planar structures. The assembled structures belong to five types of
target shapes, labeled G1 – G5. Optical micrographs of microstructures for each type
of target shape are shown on Fig. 9.

The robots were operated on a 2 mm2 environment, and their position was reg-
istered using a digital video-camera attached to an optical microscope with a 6.7 ×
objective lens. Table 1 shows the average match (portion of the target structure cov-
ered by the assembled shape) for the five assembled shapes, G1 – G5. The assembly
experiments were conducted starting from two different classes of initial configu-
rations: R1 – robots are arranged along the corners of a rectangle with sides 1 by
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Fig. 8. Transition voltage ranges (a) and corresponding control primitives (b) used to control
the five microrobot species.

Fig. 9. Reprinted with permission from [9]. Optical micrographs of five types of target shapes
assembled using our microrobots.

0.9 mm, all devices oriented along the y-axis (see Fig. 10(a) for a representative ex-
ample), and R2 – robots are arranged in a line with average separation of 360 μm,
and with variable orientation. The initial position of the microrobots was set using
batch-transfer structures called transfer-frames [9] and microprobes. We used com-
mon geometric shapes (a line and a rectangle) to demonstrate the ability to achieve
successful assembly from arbitrary different initial configurations.

The results in Table 1 do not include completely failed assemblies. We recorded a
11% failure rate during the consecutive assembly of nine structures over the course

Table 1. Precision of Microassembly.

Goal Configurations
Initial Configurations G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 Average

R1 96±4% 98±3% 96±2% 96% 93% 96±3%
(3 runs) (2 runs) (2 runs) (1 run) (1 run) (3 runs)

R2 99±2% 98% 93% 89% na 95±4%
(2 runs) (1 run) (1 run) (1 run) (2 runs)

Average 97±3% 98±2% 95±2% 93±5% 93% 96±3%
(5 runs) (3 runs) (3 runs) (2 runs) (1 run) (5 runs)
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Fig. 10. Reprinted with permission from [9]. Composite optical micrograph of experimental
assembly-data using devices from species 1,3,4 and 5. The devices are labeled according to
the number of their respective species.

of three assembly experiments. This reflects that the assembly of one of the nine
structures failed due to the loss of stability of an intermediate structure, which was
attributed to an initial unfortunate misalignment between the microrobots forming
the intermediate assembly. Fig. 10 illustrates a representative assembly experiment.
In this experiment, the target shape G5 is generated via the assembly of G1 and G4.
The experiment terminated when all four microrobots were successfully incorpo-
rated in the assembled structure. A movie of this assembly experiment is available
online at [8].

7 Conclusions

We presented novel control algorithms for implementing planar microassembly
using groups of stress-engineered microrobots. The experimental data, reprinted
from [9], indicates the feasibility of our algorithms, and represents the first im-
plementation of a multi-microrobotic system. This work presents the planning and
control challenges to achieve independent microrobot control and implement the
microassembly scheme.

Our control scheme minimizes the control voltage bandwidth requirements of an
n-microrobotic system. The sub-linear (O(

√
n)) control voltage bandwith require-

ment is a large improvement over O(n) in our previously proposed approach [6].
Reducing the control voltage bandwidth requirement was the enabling technology
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that allowed us to experimentally demonstrate simultaneous control of four devices.
We used the STRING control matrix to implement planning and control algorithms
that reduce parallel motion of n robots to parallel motion of only two robots, fol-
lowed by sequential motion of single devices.

We believe the concept of selective response to a global control signal (GCSR
[5]) will be important for controlling future multi-microrobotic systems. GCSR is
common in biological, micro, and nano-scale systems, and may be the paradigm of
choice for controlling groups of micro, and nano-robots.
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